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As one of the undead, Caligula's most prized possession is his vampire girlfriend, Naruko. Naruko's Swimsuit Costume is no ordinary
costume. The massive figure with a treasure trove of tentacles emerges from the nearby sea. About The Game The Caligula Effect:
Overdose The Caligula Effect: Overdose is a 3rd person exploration game. Overdose is the nightmare of a world. A world where we were
never born and are now bound by a darkness we can't escape. We called ourselves vampires. We are the parasite, feeding on the
kindness and humanity of the living world. Naruko is a vampire. She is the last of the undead. The only one left stuck in a world that she
can't save. She is the only one left to suffer. --- The Story --- One month after the devastating Black Plague. Nothing is as it was. We have
to leave here alive. Naruko tried to run away. She never made it out of the ship, not before being bitten. She left her human life, along with
her heart, and has been vamping ever since. However, the world was infected when she was bitten. She abandoned her human form and
transformed into a massive creature. Naruko is stuck in this world, and there are no humans left for her to feed on. She finds a place to call
home, in this desolate island. The only creature for her to feed on is the sea around her. She wanted to kill people like the others before,
but didn't know how. That changed when she met a sad, young girl. She didn't know who she was. Naruko was never meant to be a
vampire. She was left out in the rain as a baby. She was just put down like a stray dog. She is born. And the calamity that is Naruko
begins. --- The Apocalyptic Adventure --- The main character is a teenage girl named Rui. Rui grew up alone inside a tower in the middle of
a deserted, decaying island. She grew up with only the dead for company. No parents. No human contact. Just some wine and dead
bodies to eat. She's an orphan. In a world of monsters, Rui is the only one left. She has no hope to survive in this world. She is the last
survivor

AMAZE ABC Features Key:
Unlock several turing levels (12 levels in all) and modes.
Different puzzle levels
You can choose to play the sides of the game against a friend, with online play or without a friend. Time limit is also
included.
Funny pictures to make fun of your friends.
Easy to play
Different game modes
3 difficulty options.
Switch between Puzzle and Action modes.
Beautiful graphics.
A music file that match the image.
Itemize system makes it possible to give your preferred customizations to each spaceship.
Hi-res version available.
A galaxy base where you make pictures can be found.

How to play Puzzle Galaxies:

The first phase you will have to play is to make the levels into the galaxy, with the tiles, planets and the rainbow in the
base
Each spaceship has a unique power, this power can be seen on the 3 stars above the ship.
Each power gives a different result when it strike an obstacle. The basic tile power is to move the ship and the obstacles
it meets during the move.
Vortex power allows you to move tiles you have made, 10 tiles at a time. Converting tiles is the opposite effect of Vortex.
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Weapon power is your power to erase some tiles when you strike on them.
Ice power is the power of a frosty planet with Ice tile. Tiles on them are colored in a grey-blue color and they are weaker
than normal tiles.
X-Power is the power that eliminates some of the unneeded pixels when the ship hits an obstacle and the obstacle ends
in an extra tile.
Nothing is sure in the universe and this is an example.
When you have erased tiles and you have not completed a level yet, you will get a score penalty and also all the tiles
erased aren't recovered unless you erase a star or planet.
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